Bi-Directional Groomer & Brush
THE LATEST INNOVATION FROM JACOBSEN

In 1986, Jacobsen introduced the industry’s first Turf Groomer®. This revolutionary product served as a major advancement in greens care by helping superintendents provide thicker, healthier turf with better playability.

Today, we continue our history of turf care innovation with the introduction of the Jacobsen Bi-Directional Turf Groomer & Brush. This new reel accessory allows superintendents to groom in forward or reverse direction and provides the option to use a rotating brush that also operates in two directions. Changing from the Groomer to the Brush takes less than five minutes.

The new Groomer & Brush also allows for a Groomer and solid front roller setup.

Jacobsen’s new Bi-Directional Groomer & Brush provides superintendents with more options to better manage their turf. It is now available on the following Jacobsen products:

CHECK US OUT!
Search JacobsenTurf on

www.jacobsen.com
**Bi-Directional Groomer & Brush**

**BENEFITS OF GROOMING/BRUSHING**

- Reduces grain in turf by standing up or cutting horizontal runners and promoting vertical growth
- Reduces development of thatch to promote healthier greens
- Opens up turf canopy to allow sand to reach the soil more effectively
- Creates a smoother and truer putting surface and provides better ball roll
- Allows you to maintain ball speed while raising the height-of-cut

**MORE OPTIONS. MORE CONTROL.**

- **Forward and Reverse Directions** – The unit operates in both forward and reverse – taking less than five minutes for the operator to change the direction. An innovative new groomer blade design features the same cutting angle in both directions – doubling the life of the groomer blades.

- **Quick Change from Groomer to Brush** – Change between grooming and brushing in under five minutes. The fast change simply requires the removal of two bolts and gives superintendents the ability to quickly adapt to changing conditions. The brushes are available in different bristle stiffnesses to accommodate a wide variety of turfgrass and conditions.

- **Grooved & Smooth Roller Options** – The design allows for two front roller positions, which effectively adds a new solid roller option for the groomer and brush. Also available is a grooved front roller for both the groomer and brush, an exclusive combination that allows the groomer blades to intersect the front roller – providing a shorter roller base that prevents scalping.
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